
With plug-and-play ease, technological sophistication, 
compact convenience, and the reliability you expect from
Roland, our full line of performance vinyl cutters accelerate 
your ability to create incredible, professional-grade signs, 
displays, and graphics right from your desktop. Each comes
with all the hardware and software you need to get started
immediately — right out of the box.

Look under the hood of the Roland CAMM-1 SERVO
GX-24 vinyl cutter and you'll find an advanced 
digital servomotor that ensures accuracy when cutting
anything from reflective vinyl and paint mask, to

twill, heat transfer and sandblast material.
Perfect for print-and-cut jobs with its
optical registration system that accu-
rately aligns pre-printed material for

contour cutting, and built-in curve-
smoothing function that ensures 
precision cutting even at top speeds of

up to 20-inches per second.  Simply
connect your computer to the USB interface, pan
through functions on the easy-to-read LCD screen,

and use the included CutStudio™ drawing 
software to create incredible graphics.

• Large, ergonomically angled, backlit LCD         
control panel

• Onboard optical system for registration alignment
on print-and-cut jobs

• Digital servomotor drives the cutter with maximum
accuracy and speeds up to 20-inches per second

• Compatible with industry-standard vinyl widths 
up to 27.5-inches

• Easy access USB and serial ports

• Roland CutStudio software included

CAMM-1 SERVO GX-24 Price: $1,995

Desktop Signmaker CAMM-1 SERVO GX-24
The ultimate companion for print-and-cut jobs.

The Roland PRO Series reinvents your ability to 
produce larger graphics in a big way. In fact, you
won’t find more innovative, advanced features for 
the price. Equipped with a digital servomotor, the
PRO Series produces vinyl graphics with exceptional
precision, speed, and quality. Front and rear loading
means you can feed media backward for a specified
page distance, then cut and feed the page forward.

Plus, a state-of-the-art tracking 
system lets you cut
long, continuous
signs and banners
unattended. 

• Available in three models - the 30-inch CX-300, 
the  40-inch CX-400, and the 50-inch CX-500

• Front and rear media loading

• Optional four-roll hanger capacity for 
greater productivity

• Normal, heavy, and high-speed cutting modes

• Easy media separating from the front panel or
automatically from the software 

• Continuous, unattended cutting for long signs 
and banners

• Roland CutChoice® software included

CX-300 Price: $3,295   CX-400 Price: $4,295
CX-500 Price: $5,295

The PRO Series CX-300, CX-400, CX-500
Astounding value. Outstanding performance.

Cutter Workbench
Solutions

High-Performance Vinyl Cutters 
That Bring Graphics Roaring To Life. 



Rev up your projects with professional-quality software tools.
Roland cutters come with easy-to-use software that makes it simple to create stunning
graphics and begin using your new cutting tools immediately. Each comes complete with
step-by-step tutorials and all are designed to work with popular industry standards.

Roland CutStudio makes it easy to draw and edit circles and curves, position text on lines, and import
files in a wide range of formats from popular design packages, such as Adobe® Illustrator® and
CorelDraw®. CutStudio accepts scanned images from TWAIN32 scanners, as well. Mac and PC compatible.

CutChoice is an Adobe Illustrator and CorelDraw plug-in application that gives you the ability to enlarge,
reduce, reposition, rotate and mirror images. It also lets you cut Windows TrueType fonts without outlining.
Mac and PC compatible.

Dr. STIKA lets you create beautifully contoured graphics using TrueType fonts, as well as outline 
illustrations imported as TWAIN-scanned or BMP files. You can enlarge or reduce, mirror, rotate, and make
larger graphics by cutting two halves separately. Mac and PC compatible.

Roland reserves the right to make changes in specifications, materials or accessories without notice.  Your actual output may vary.  For optimum 
output quality, periodic maintenance to critical components may be required.  Please contact your Roland dealer for details.  No guarantee or
warranty is implied other than expressly stated.  Roland shall not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages, whether foreseeable or not,
caused by defects in such products.  All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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• Lightweight, compact design

• Easy to use and portable

• Sheet Adjust Lever (SX-12 and SX -15 only)

• Available in 8-, 12- and 15-inch widths

• Roland Dr. STIKA™ and Roland CutChoice
software included

SX-8 Price: $499   SX-12 Price: $699
SX-15 Price: $999

STIKA Desktop Design Cutters SX-8, SX-12, SX-15
The ultimate portable vinyl cutters.

Roland’s STIKA Series of vinyl cutters delivers just 
the right performance for everyday projects, from
window and apparel decals and POP displays, to
signs, labels, stencils, and even automotive 
pinstriping. Superior design makes it easy to use —
simply plug it in, design your graphics, and print.
The included Dr. STIKA™ software walks you through
the steps and helps even beginners turn out 
incredible-looking decals and signs. And because the
STIKA Series cutters are so compact and lightweight,
they are the perfect machines to take wherever you
need to work.


